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1998 Meeting in Boston Another Great
Success.

The 4th Annual Meeting of the Velo-Cardio-Facial
Syndrome Educational Foundation was held in Boston,
MA, June 26 - 28 at Children’s Hospital.  Over 225
people attended from all parts of the United States,
including California, Florida, Texas, Washington, and
Wisconsin.  Registrants from England, Israel, Japan, and
Australia were also on hand to give the meeting a strong
international flavor.  

Highlights included a wide variety of professional
presentations, the first “great debate” (see this issue of the
Newsletter), presentations from parents, and a stirring
and memorable talk by Alexandra Oppenheimer who was
one of the first patients identified in 1978 and who
recently graduated with a Master’s Degree in Education.
Her eloquent and awe inspiring talk was followed by a
presentation by her mother, Suzi Oppenheimer, a New
York State Senator who described her own problems as
a child with reading disorders.  Nick Tawa, an eminent
surgeon in Boston and the father of a child with VCFS,
provided his personal perspective as someone who knows
both the professional and personal side of the syndrome.

 Plans were cemented for future meetings through the
year 2002.  This coming July 16 - 18, 1999, the
Foundation will meet in Milwaukee.  The Inner Harbor of
Baltimore will greet us in 2000.  The beaches of Miami
will beckon in 2001, and our first meeting out of the U.S.
will be held in England in 2002.  

Though there was a core of familiar faces at this
meeting, including Past Presidents Joe Abruzzi and Harry
Keleshian, the majority of the registrants were new to the
meeting.  Announcement of the 5  Annual Meeting is inth

this edition of the Newsletter.  Be a part of the process of

guiding and shaping the meeting.  Send any suggestions to
the VCFSEF office by mail, fax, or email so we can
continue to make the meeting as meaningful as possible to
everyone. (Photos, page 12) ˜

The Great Debate

The following pages summarize a feature of this past
summer’s annual meeting of the Velo-Cardio-Facial
Syndrome Educational Foundation.  Under the format of a
debate, the issue of using sign language for children with
velo-cardio-facial syndrome was presented.  On the “pro-
signing” side were Drs. Linda D’Antonio (of Loma Linda
University Medical Center) and Nancy Scherer (of Eastern
Tennessee State University).  On the other side of the issue
were Drs. Shprintzen (Center for the Diagnosis, Treatment,
and Study of Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome in Syracuse,
New York), and Karen J. Golding-Kushner (East
Brunswick, New Jersey).  The debate’s major points are
summarized below.  Each passage was written
independently and neither side had the advantage of seeing
their opponents’ material.   ˜

To Sign or Not to Sign?
Nancy J. Scherer, Ph.D.

Linda L. D'Antonio, Ph.D.

We know that many children with VCFS have severe
early communication impairment.  Communication is a
complex process that involves many components including;
speech, receptive language, and expressive language.  In
older children and adults these various components of
communication can be isolated. But in young children who
are attempting to learn to communicate, speech and
language are highly interrelated.  This leads to a
controversy regarding the most efficient and appropriate
therapy approaches for children with severe speech
production disorders. Specifically, the question arises, what
do you do to help them communicate?

The approach one takes to intervention is influenced by
what one believes the origin of the problem is.  Some
individuals believe that the origin of many of the speech
production problems demonstrated by children with VCFS
is related to abnormalities of the pharynx (throat) and
velopharynx . This model is very linear and suggests that If
you treat the errors related to velopharyngeal valving
problems, this will improve articulation, and improvement
in  language deficits will follow.  While it is true that
children with VCFS who have severe early speech problems
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often show great improvement in these problems as they children with multiple handicaps.  We are not suggesting
grow and develop, language deficits appear to persist and that sign replace spoken language but that the two should
may become even more problematic over time. be presented simultaneously.  In this application, sign

Speech and language are highly interrelated in the serves as a bridge to spoken language.
early stages of development.  If a child is limited to using What constitutes a bridge sign program? First, the child
only words which contain the sounds he is capable of must have prerequisites that underlie the language concepts.
producing, they will be able to say few words. Our  That is, he or she must understand the words or symbols
colleagues would argue that increasing the number of and, be interacting.  The child must know how to make
sounds a child can make correctly would permit language wants and needs known by pointing or gesturing, i.e. he
to emerge.  However, evidence from normally developing must be trying to communicate.  Secondly, sign and
children and children with language delays indicate that spoken words and sentences are always presented
improving the child’s language use facilitates the together.  These children are not “deaf”, they live in a
production of more sounds as the child needs them to hearing world and they are exposed naturally to oral input.
express greater language complexity.  This phenomenon In a bridge sign program, this oral input does not change.
is called “boot-strapping”.  We simply give the child sign as an additional form of input

In this case, language supports or bootstraps sound and therefore a means to interact with his or her world.
development.  Language has been shown to “boot-strap” In addition to giving the child a means of
sound development in young children with cleft lip and/or communication, bridge signing delivers multi-modality cues
palate who show early speech and language delays. that are; auditory, visual, and tactile. Our goal is to use
Therefore, most practicing speech-language pathologists sign only to give the child an effective, successful way to
advocate a holistic model of intervention that targets the communicate and to learn while the oral motor mechanism
velopharynx, articulation, language and pragmatics. The is developing .
ability to communicate is essential to the ability to The scientific literature clearly supports this approach.
develop cognitively. Put another way, children learn to There is a strong tradition of bridge sign programs which
talk, and they talk to learn.  Recent evidence suggests that have been used successfully in many other populations
a number of young children with VCFS emerge from the including; normal hearing children with severe
prime language learning years with no functional oral speech/language impairment, multiply handicapped,
communication system.  These children are already autistic, down’s syndrome. Drs. Golding-Kushner and
restricted in their communicative partners.  They become Shprintzen will tell you that they are concerned if you use
increasingly frustrated in communicative situations and sign with your preschool child, oral communication will not
in turn this can add a behavioral component to  their develop. However, in all of the studies in the literature, with
disabilities.   Therefore, many children and parents all of the populations studied, signing falls away as the
naturally devise a system of gestures that they both child learns to use oral communication. In fact, the
understand. Children naturally use gestures for literature shows advantages of signing even for normal
communicating.   e.g. pointing for something they want or children.  For example, in one study of hearing children of
putting hands up to be lifted.  Sign is simply a deaf parents who signed, the children signed before they
conventional gesture system.  However, it has greater could speak and showed more rapid language acquisition
capability to express a variety of language content and in than matched children who had hearing parents without
a form paralleling spoken language. sign.  And importantly, these children had no difficulty

We are suggesting that this early gesturing be switching between oral language and sign language.  
augmented with formal signs in addition to (not to the Given the strong scientific support for this common
exclusion of) talking. The holistic model recognizes the sense approach we advocate the use of  bridge signing
very important interaction between the development of programs for young children with VCFS with severe
sound production and language development and seeks to expressive communication impairment.  ˜
give the child  an effective means of communication early
on so that all areas can grow. 

In this holistic model where sign is used, it is a bridge
to improved communication and learning, is not an end
point goal. Used in this manner, literature suggests that
sign facilitates spoken language.  This finding is very
robust.  It has been shown for children with many types
of learning and developmental disorders including hearing
children with language impairments, children with
developmental delays and pragmatic disorders and

To Sign or Not to Sign?
Karen J. Golding-Kushner, Ph.D.

Robert J. Shprintzen, Ph.D.

The two of us have been fortunate to have a long
history in studying the speech and language of children with
VCFS.  In fact, we were both there at the beginning and it
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is our data which is cited when scientists report the Unfortunately, in too many cases we have seen, the
disorders of speech and language associated with the child more consistently follows the easier path and speech
syndrome.  The notion that sign language could be useful becomes the secondary mode of communication when it can
in helping children with VCFS communicate came along and should be primary.  The second option, teaching them
after we had already been finding ways to help children to speak, is solving the presenting problem and maximizing
communicate verbally for more than a decade.  We have the child’s ability to express himself or herself while
had many years to learn from our patients and we have increasing the number of people the child can communicate
incorporated that experience in our therapeutic with.  The opportunity to develop language is, in large part,
approaches which has spanned hundreds of patients.  In enhanced by the opportunities to use language.  Signing
our opinion, resorting to signing is giving in to one severely restricts opportunities to communicate with both
mistaken presumption, and adding a second mistake on children and adults.  The only reason to pursue the first
top of it. option (signing) is if children with VCFS can not speak and

Our esteemed colleagues on the “pro” signing side require sign language.  This is simply not the case.  
may point out that the early use of signing avoids Many years of experience has taught us the following.
frustration and allows language development.  However, Using proper techniques for stimulating and shaping early
we believe that speaking, even abnormally, accomplishes speech and articulation development, it is possible for
more than signing and does it faster and better if the children with VCFS to have intelligible speech from the
attempts at speech are recognized and reinforced by those outset.  If a clinician does not come in contact with a child
to whom the child is talking.  We have learned that until 2 or 3 years of age, it is still possible to redirect
children with VCFS have a number of problems with speech development to the point of intelligibility.  The
their early communication, including language delay that techniques involved are much like many other medical
often is mild, velopharyngeal insufficiency with treatments which need to be applied for VCFS.  The speech
hypernasality, and a severe “compensatory” articulation pattern is nearly syndrome specific, but the technique for
impairment.  It is a very complicated communicative resolving the disorder is very straightforward.  When a
disorder.  What we have found is that in the child fails to develop intelligible speech, the problem is not
overwhelming majority of children with VCFS, the with the child...it is with the therapist.  If the child does not
component which interferes most with the children being improve, the techniques being applied are incorrect.  
understood and communicating is the articulation Many speech pathologists today are fascinated with
impairment, not the language delay or the hypernasality. newfangled treatments like “phonological” approaches, or

Hypernasal speech can be fully intelligible if palatal massage or blowing exercises.  Neither these newer
articulation is accurate.  However, children with VCFS approaches nor the old ones have any chance of success in
almost always take an alternative route to articulation, the child with VCFS who has the typical severely
substituting sounds like glottal stops which are so disordered speech pattern.  “Speech therapy” is simply a
abnormal as to make them unintelligible to even those generic term.  It does not imply that the therapy is the right
who are closest to them.  However, nearly all children approach.  We can name many procedures which will not
with VCFS do talk, want to talk, and attempt to talk.  If work, and only a few which will.  Because most speech
the child were severely language impaired, signing would pathologists have little or no experience with VCFS, and
be as difficult as speech.  It is our experience that the because many have had no educational exposure to
most “frustrated” children are the ones who are most techniques designed to eliminate glottal stops (or prevent
motivated to speak and progress the most rapidly in them), they will simply fail in treatment.  It is also
speech therapy. important for the therapist to know how children with

Therefore, clinicians can take one of two paths....the learning and behavioral problems must be reinforced
path of least resistance which is teaching them to sign that differently from other children.  Therefore, should we
enables them to express a small number of specific needs, compromise therapy to do something which is less than
or teaching them to articulate more normally so that they optimal?  Every minute, every second which is spent
can express their own needs and their feelings and humor teaching a child signing is time spent not teaching the child
with inflections which can not be expressed with signs speech.  
which are not acquired in a natural way like spoken Our esteemed colleagues on the “pro” side of signing
language.  In other words, signing limits the child to a few will argue that giving the child the means to communicate
specific symbols selected by the speech pathologist or the will cause their language skills to grow.  We
parent, not the child.  The first option, teaching them to wholeheartedly agree.  The difference in our position is that
sign, eliminates some of the necessary reinforcement their language skills will grow exponentially faster if the
required for the development of normal speech. communication skill they are taught is speech.  Speech is

sometimes they have been taught older approaches such as
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preferable to signing because it presents the child with a no hesitation to teach these children to speak while avoiding
far more rich and complex language system than signing. the use of sign language.  The outcome is directly related to
In addition, the time spent teaching signing must be the speech pathologist’s ability, not the child’s.  The
spread to family members.  Valuable resources must be frequency and intensity of therapy are also important.  If a
applied away from speech.  The child’s ability to child with VCFS could not learn speech, then we would be
communicate with signing is limited to those who the first to agree with our colleagues that signing should be
understand it.  Not so for speech. taught.  It is not that we believe that children with VCFS

It is true that many parents will give strong can be taught intelligible speech....we know they can
testimonials to their experience with signing.  They will because we have done it and seen it literally hundreds of
point to the fact that early in childhood, their children times.  To withhold a normal means of communication
could not speak or could not be understood and after from a child is inappropriate.  To foist alternative
signing was taught, the children began to communicate. communication on the child because of our own failure as
These kinds of testimonials have always been problematic clinicians is admitting defeat.    ˜
for scientists.  They speak to valid observations by caring
parents who are working arduously for their children’s
benefit.  Could their observations have another
explanation?  Possibly.  

For example, while the teaching of signing is going
on, the children are also getting older.  The improvement
seen may be as much a function of age as of the signing.
While signing does not hinder language development,
there is no evidence that it enhances speech development
in children who would develop it anyway.  Also,
specifically related to VCFS, there is a different pattern
of speech and language development than in other
children, but the ability to develop verbal language is
almost always present.  There are many parents who can
provide equally compelling testimonials to the
effectiveness of early speech therapy.  Scientists do not
typically accept anecdotal evidence because the data
provided by them can not be systematically analyzed.
Regardless of what our opponents in this debate may say,
there have been no studies whatsoever which have looked
at the effectiveness of signing in children with VCFS
when compared to speech therapy.  None.  It may even be
true that children who are taught to sign and those who
are taught speech from the outset end up in exactly the
same place at the same time.  If this is so, then the
outcome may be more dependent on the syndrome and
less on the signing therapy.

One of the great incentives to learning speech is the
reinforcement of provided by the necessity of verbal
output.  Young toddlers always gesture.  We encourage
this.  While gesturing is a simplistic form of signing, there
are limits to how much can be understood.  This drives
the child to increase the variety of expressive language by
speaking.  Signing takes away this necessity which is the
primary reinforcer of verbal output.  Our observation of
children who have been in total communication programs
is that they initially rely exclusively on signing, and it is
not until much later that they speak.  We prefer for them
to speak earlier.

In summary, to those of us who understand the
communication disorder associated with VCFS, we have

You need to know:  

In the rear of this newsletter, we have included the
following forms:
C Order form for the tape sets from the 4  annualth

conference.  If you’d like to order tapes, please do
so directly from the vendor, using the form and/or
number(s) provided.

C Membership application / renewal / dues form.  If
you’d like to renew your membership, please fill
out the form and mail it us at the address indicated.
Feel free to copy the form as needed.  Note: Please
complete both sides of the form; it contains an
authorization to release information, which will
determine whether or not we may release your
name, etc. to other VCFS individuals.

C Announcement for 5  annual meeting inth

Milwaukee, WI, as well as a Call for Abstracts.
Please observe the instructions on the forms.
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Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome Educational Foundation
Officers:
Executive Director: Board of Directors
Robert J. Shprintzen          Ahmad Al-Khattat (Northampton, England)
(Syracuse, NY) Barbara Dandron (Ft. L auderdale, FL)

   President: Pamela Hunter (Cupertino, CA)
Donna L. Landsman Raju Kucherlapati (Bronx, NY)
(Madison, WI) Jeff Landsman (Madison, WI)  
Secretary-Treasurer Susan Marks (Milwaukee, WI)                  
Lisa Jennings                     
(Boston, MA) Liaison Chairperson: Linda Walters (Topronto, Ont, Canada)

Editor:  Deborah Hung Copenheaver (Washington, D.C.)

DUES NOTICE
As approved unanimously by the full membership of The Foundation, voluntary dues have been assessed
according to the schedule of suggested minimums listed below:

Single Membership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00

Family Membership which includes immediate family (spouses, children) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30.00

Student Membership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00

We also urge pledges of $5 for the Caitlin Lynch Memorial Fund, to provide scholarships for our annual
meeting, and $5 to the Tony Lipson Memorial Fund, to allow a member from Australia to attend our annual
meeting.  Please make your checks payable to The Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome Educational Foundation. 
Your payment is tax deductible, as are any additional donations you might wish to make.  In cases of
hardship, The Foundation will grant membership without the collection of dues.  In such cases, The
Foundation will waive dues, if the appropriate box is checked below and returned to us.  Dues, or requests for
waivers, must be received no later than January 31, 1999 in order to maintain membership,  remain on the
Foundation’s mailing list, and to assure delivery of the next periodic newsletter.  Your canceled check will be
your receipt unless otherwise requested.  Thank you for helping to fulfill the mission of The Foundation.

Robert J. Shprintzen, Ph.D. Donna L. Landsman Lisa Jennings
Executive Director President Secretary-Treasurer

My membership category is: ‘‘ Individual  ‘‘ Family ‘‘ Student  ‘‘ Professional

For family dues, please list additional family  members: ________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

‘‘ Enclosed is my check or money order for  $ ___________  for my 1999 dues, plus: 

‘‘ $5 for the Caitlin Lynch Memorial Fund (optional)
‘‘ $5 for the Tony Lipson Memorial Fund   (optional)

Total enclosed: $ _____________

Waiver:
‘‘ I request a waiver of my dues.  Please retain me as a member of the Foundation.

** Please fully complete information on the other side of this form...
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Membership Application / Renewal Form
The Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome Educational Foundation

Name: _______________________________________________________________
                                         first                                        middle initial                               last

Address:

Home Phone: _________________________ Work Phone: _____________________________
please include area code and extensions; if not in U.S./Canada, include country & city code

Fax:                                                                        E-Mail:

Date of Birth:                          /                      /                       Work
Hours:________________________

                                      month                day          year

What is your interest in velo-cardio-facial syndrome?  ____ I have velo-cardio-facial syndrome

‘‘  I am the parent of someone with velo-cardio-facial syndrome  (if so, please provide name, date of birth, 

and sex of your child)

‘‘ I am a student or resident interested in learning more about velo-cardio-facial syndrome

‘‘ Other (please explain):

‘‘ I am a professional/health care provider working with individuals with velo-cardio-facial syndrome

If you are a professional or health care provider interested in joining, what is your professional 

field?______________________  Degree(s):______________  Are you certified or licensed?   yes___  no___ 

How did you find out about the Foundation?

Send this completed form to: Dr. Robert J. Shprintzen
Communication Disorder Unit, Jacobsen 707
Center for the Diagnosis, Treatment, and Study of Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome
SUNY Health Science Center at Syracuse
750 East Adams Street
Syracuse, NY 13210

Or Fax to: 315-464-5321   or email data to vcfsef@hscsyr.edu
Telephone: 315-464-6590

AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE INFORMATION

I authorize the Educational Foundation to release my name, telephone number, or email address to other
members and to publish it in a directory. The purpose for this permission is to connect people in localities so
that support can be offered and information distributed.  We will not distribute, sell, or release this
information for commercial purposes, or for the enhancement of individual doctors or hospitals.

You may release my:  ““ Name    ““ Address ““ Phone # ““ Email address   ““ Release NONE

Signature: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

‘‘ New Membership ‘‘ Renewal Membership ‘‘ Note change of
address
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AUDIO CASSETTE ORDER FORM

FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 
The Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome Educational Foundation

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, BOSTON, MA  
June 26-28, 1998

CONFERENCE COPY INCORPORATED presents professional recordings of the ACTUAL sessions from this program.
To Order: Mail, phone or fax us your order.

**** MEETING NUMBER VC9801 ****
 01 INTRODUCTION - R.J. Shprintzen  07 FEEDING ISSUES IN VCFS: GETTING YOUR

SURVEY RESULTS: CLINICAL FEATURES CHILD OFF OF TUBE FEEDINGS - Robert
OF VCFS - Robert J. Shprintzen Beecher
THE VARIABLE EXPRESSION OF THE SENSORY BASED FEEDING ISSUES IN CHILD
CHROMOSOME 22q11.2 DELETION: FINDINGS WITH VCFS - Arden Hill

IN LEG PAINS IN VCFS: AN UPDATE - Ahmad Al-
216 PATIENTS - J. E. Ming Khattat
FISH ANALYSIS OF 500 CASES STUDIED FOR QUESTIONS
DIGEORGE OR VCFS - B.L. Wu, G.F. Cox,
S.Weremowicz, C.C. Moton, L. Atkins, B.R. Korf  08 PARENT PRESENTATIONS: FEEDBACK FROM
22q11 DELETION IN A GROUP OF ADULTS LAY MEMBERS - PERSPECTIVE FROM BOTH
WITH CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE - Susan SIDES: AN UPDATE - Nicholas Tawa, Jr.
Fernandes, DEALING WITH A LEARNING PROBLEM: 
MHP, PA-C, Micheal J. Lanzberg, Laurence J. A PERSONAL NOTE - Suzi Oppenheimer
Sloss, Leslie B. Smoot TEAM CARE FOR PATIENTS WITH VCFS: CAN
QUESTIONS AND SHOULD THE MODEL BE APPLIED

 02 INFECTION PROBLEMS AND IMMUNE
DISORDERS IN VCFS - Coleen Cunningham, M.D.  09 QUESTIONS
DEVELOPMENT PROFILES IN PRESCHOOL PRELIMINARY NEURO-UROLOGIC FINDINGS
PATIENTS WITH A 22q11.2 DELETION - C. Solot IN CHILDREN WITH VCFS - Stuart Bauer, Mary
DYSPHAGIA IN CHILDREN WITH A 22q11.2 Kelly, Martin Caefer
DELETION: UNUSUAL PATTERN FOUND ON EARLY COGNITIVE ISSUES IN VCFS - Liza
MODIFIED BARIUM SWALLOW- Dr. Eicher Varvogli
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING IN VCFS QUESTIONS
Ja-Kwei Chang

 03 QUESTIONS SPECIAL SERVICES IN THE SCHOOLS
TO SIGN, OR NOT TO SIGN: THE GREAT GETTING CORRECT TREATMENT - Karen
DEBATE  Linda D’Antonio, Nancy Scherer, Robert Golding-Kushner
J. Sprintzen, Karen J. Golding-Kushner

 12 LAY MEMBERS SUPPORT GROUPS-
 04 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS IN VCFS: A COORDINATING THE EFFORT - Linda Walters

CLINICAL AUDIT - Jenny Nayak, Debbie Sell
EARLY SPEECH AND DEVELOPMENT IN  13 WHERE IS THE RESEARCH LEADING?:
CHILDREN WITH VCFS - Nancy Sherer WHAT CAN WE ANTICIPATE?
PHARYNGEAL FLAP SURGERY IN VCFS: Robert J. Shprintzen
SAFETY AND EFFICACY - Sherard Tatum, III
QUESTIONS

 05 PSYCHIATRIC ISSUES IN VCFS AN OPEN
CONVERSATION  - Demitri Papolos

 06 POLYMICROGERIA IN A PATIENT WITH VCFS
Hiroshi Kawame, Kenji Kurosawa, Kaoru Suzuki,
Akira Akatuka, Yukikatsu
FAMILIAL VCFS CAUSED BY AN INSERTION
(15;22) (q12;q11.2) IN A MOTHER AND A 
 22q11.2
DELETION IN HER SON - G.F. Cox, G. Schneider,
L. Varvogli, S. Weremowicz, B-L Wu, B.R. Korf
EFFORTS TO DETERMINE THE MOLECULAR
BASIS OF VCFS - Lisa Edelmann

Eileen Marrinan

 10 EDUCATIONAL ISSUES - Donna Landsman
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PLEASE CIRCLE YOUR CHOICES
1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10   12   13

complete set 

PRICES QTY. ON-SITE  POST- TOTAL
CONFERENCE

1 - 7 TAPES N/A $  12.00 ea. $

8 OR MORE TAPES N/A $  11.00 ea. $

COMPLETE SET N/A $130.00 set $

SHIPPING $2.00 PER TAPE / $10.00 MAXIMUM $

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS ADD 15% TO TOTAL
(if shipped U.S. AIR MAIL: 1-3 weeks extra: $10.00 minimum) $

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS ADD 25% TO TOTAL
(if shipped AIRBORNE EXPRESS: 2-3 days extra: $25.00 $

minimum)

PA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX (if shipped) $

VC9801 TOTAL $

PAYMENT METHOD:  

CHECK #                         (PAYABLE TO CCI) 

MASTERCARD GG   VISA GG    AMEX GG 

                                                                                 
    CARD #

  Exp:                                         

SIGNATURE                                                              

Ship/deliver to: OR attach business card

NAME                                                                                                     

COMPANY                                                                                             
(PLEASE NO POST OFFICE BOXES)

ADDRESS                                                                                               

CITY                                                       STATE           ZIP                  
   

PHONE                                          COUNTRY                                      
          

Send Orders To:
 CONFERENCE COPY INC. * 8435 ROUTE 739 * HAWLEY, PA  18428

CHARGE ORDERS ACCEPTED BY TELEPHONE AT (717) 775-0580 OR BY FAX AT (717) 775-
9671.

Please allow 3 - 4 weeks for delivery. Domestic orders shipped UPS Ground
or U.S. Mail. Outside U.S., funds must be U.S. dollars drawn from a U.S. bank.

ALL SALES ARE FINAL - DEFECTIVE TAPES WILL BE REPLACED. 
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Minutes from the 1998 Business Meeting ( 4  Annual Meeting )th

The meeting was called to order at 5:00 P.M. by the President, Maureen Anderson.  The President discussed the
arrangements for the 1998 meeting and thanked all of those who had contributed to its success.  She acknowledged the
financial and logistic support of Children’s Hospital and the Harvard Medical School.  Grants were also received from
the Boston Children’s Heart Foundation, Inc., The Sullivan Associates (facilitated by Nick Tawa), and the Mahoney
Family in memory of David Mahoney. 

The Treasurer’s Report was delivered by the Executive Director because the current Treasurer, Edna Keleshian,
could not be present.  Dr. Shprintzen indicated that the treasury was solvent with a current balance of approximately
$3,000 not including the receipts from the 1997 Annual Meeting or the expenses to be paid for the meeting.  Dr.
Shprintzen expressed some disappointment at the percentage of members who had chosen to pay voluntary dues which
was well under 50% of the membership.  However, even at this level of support, he anticipated that the Foundation
would remain solvent into the next year.  He indicated that current membership was in excess of 1,200, approximately
60% lay members and 40% professional.  

Under Old Business, the issue of forming a separate 501(c)3 corporation was discussed.  A vote indicated that this
should be done over the next year.  Jeff Landsman, a member of the Board of Directors and an attorney, indicated he
would explore the matter.  At present, the Foundation maintains tax exempt status through the SUNY Health Science
Center.  

Under New Business, sites for future meetings were discussed.  The Foundation had committed to Milwaukee in
1999 and Baltimore in 2000.  Two future meeting sites were suggested: Miami, by Barbara Dandron and Northampton,
England by Ahmad Al-Khattat.  There was discussion of these two sites, including discussion of the advisability of
having a meeting in Europe.  A vote was taken and Miami was chosen for 2001 and England for 2002.  

The last order of New Business was elections.  The Board of Directors put forward a slate of nominees as suggested
by the nominating committee.  Donna Landsman (Madison, Wisconsin) was nominated as President; Lisa Jennings
(Weymouth, Massachusetts) was nominated as Secretary-Treasurer; Ahmad Al-Khattat was nominated to fill the
vacancy for the Professional Member of the Board of Directors and Barbara Dandron was nominated to fill the Lay
Member slot on the Board.  Linda Walters was nominated for the Chair of the Liaison Committee.  The Committee on
Committees was elected.  Dr. Shprintzen thanked Maureen Anderson for all of her hard work over the past year.  The
meeting was then handed over to Donna Landsman.  There was no other New Business and the meeting was adjourned.    
˜

Recent VCFS-related Publications

Papolos, DF, et al.  Ultra-ultra rapid cycling bipolar disorder is associated with the low activity catecholamine-O-methyltransferase allele. 
Mol. Psychiatry.  1998 July;  3(4): 346-349.

Kirov G, et al.  Low activity allele of catechol-O-methyltransferase gene associated with rapid cycling bipolar disorder.  Mol Pyschiatry.  1998
July;3(4): 342-245.

Devriendt, K, et al.  Deletion in chromosome region 22q11 in a child with CHARGE association.  Clinical Genetics. 1998 May; 53(5): 408-
410.

Chow, LY, etal  Velo-cardio-facial syndrome, schizophrenia and deletion at Chromosome 22q11.  J. Intellect. Disabil. Research  1998 April;
42(Pt2): 184-188.

Smith CA, et al.  Increased prevalence of immunoglobulin A deficiency in patients with the chromosome 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (DiGeorge
syndrome/velocardiofacial syndrome).  Clin Diagn Lab Immunol.  1998 May.; 5(3): 415-417.

Megonigal, MD, et al.  t(11;22)(q23;q11.2) In acute myeloid leukemia of infant twins fuses MLL with hCDCrel, a cell division cycle gene in
the genomic region of deletion in DiGeorge and  velocardiofacial syndromes.  Proc Natl Acad Sci USA.  1998 May 26; 95(11): 6413-6418.

Galili, N. et al.  Gscl, a gene within the minimal DiGoerge critical region, is expressed in primordial germ cells and the developing pons.  Dev
Dyn.  1998 May; 212(1): 86-93.

Sperandeo, MP, et al.  The gene encoding a cationic amino acid transporter (SLC7A4) maps to the region deleted in the velocardiofacial
syndrome.  Genomics.  1998 April 15; 49(2): 230-236.

Zori, RT, rt al  Prevalence of 22q11 region deletions in patients with velopharngeal insuffiency.  Am J Med Genet.  1998 April 28; 77(1): 8-11.

Sullivan, KE, et al  Lack of correlation between impaired T cell production, immunodeficiency, and other phenotypic features in chromosome
22q11.2 deletion syndrome.  Clin Immunol Immunopathol  1998 February;96(2): 141-146.

Chessa M, et al.  Relation of genotype 22q11 deletion to phenotype of pulmonary vessels in tetrology of Fallot and  pulmonary atresia-
ventricular septal defect.  Heart. 1998 February; 79(2): 186-190.
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SAVE THE DATE:
July 16 through July 18, 1999

Children's Hospital of Wisconsin 

The Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome Educational Foundation
Fifth Annual Meeting

A Meeting for Parents and Professionals Interested in Velo-Cardio-Facial
Syndrome/The 22q11.2 Deletion

To be Held At:
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin

9000 West Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin  

Additional Details and a Call for Abstracts are in this issue of the Newsletter
General Information: Contact the Local Arrangements Chair:

Susan Marks
Phone: (414) 266-2922;  Fax:  (414) 266-6189;  

E-Mail:  smarks@chw.org

For Specifics Regarding the Scientific Program:  Please Contact:
Robert J. Shprintzen, PhD

                   Phone: (315)-464-6596                             Fax: (315)-464-5321                        E-Mail: 
shprintr@mailbox.hscsyr.edu

For a registration form, complete the information below and return to:
Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome Educational Foundation

c/o Dr. Robert J. Shprintzen
C.D.U.,   707 Jacobsen Hall

SUNY Health Science Center at Syracuse
750 East Adams Street,   Syracuse, NY  13210

NAME: _________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________
CITY: _____________________________  STATE: _____________________
ZIP CODE:  ________________________  PHONE: _____________________
FAX: ______________________________  E-MAIL: ____________________

FUTURE MEETINGS: 2000 - Baltimore
2001 - Miami
2002 - Northampton, England

Big plans are underway for these meetings, from Baltimore’s Inner Harbor to Miami’s beaches, to
our first international venue in England. Dates will be announced shortly.  Be a part of the process
by telling us what features you would like to see at these meetings.  ˜
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FORM FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS  
Fourth Anual Meeting, July 16-18, 1999, Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

The Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome Educational Foundation
TITLE:

SUBMITTED BY (underline person presenting):

TYPE OF PRESENTATION (check appropriate category):     
Professional paper  ‘                Professional Seminar   ‘              Clinical case presentation ‘
Lay Presentation: Sharing the Good Times ‘      Lay Presentation: Helpful Hints ‘
Other (describe) ‘_____________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE: FAX: E-mail:

TIME REQUESTED FOR PRESENTATION:

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:

Type or print the abstract (without title or authors) in the space provided below.  Submit 3 copies to
be received by May 15, 1998. Mail to Dr. Robert J. Shprintzen at:
Center for the Diagnosis, Treatment, and Study of Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome, Jacobsen Hall 707, State
University of New York Health Science Center, 750 East Adams St, Syracuse, NY 13210 USA
Abstracts may also be faxed (single copy) 315-464-5321 or emailed to shprintr@mailbox.hscsyr.edu


